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Introduction 
About the research 
!
Revisiting Learning from the Peer to Peer Networks, is a follow up to 2012 research that was conducted with the ArtWorks Scotland (AWS) supported 
Peer to Peer Networks (PPNs) . The formation of the PPNs formed a fundamental part of developing ArtWorks Scotland's activity around their three key 1

lines of enquiry: !
• Are we developing increased connectivity and joined up thinking at all levels in the sector?  
• What are the skills, knowledge and qualities that artists need to work in participatory settings and how best can we support artists to develop these? 
• What does quality look like and how best can we enhance the quality of this work in Scotland?  !
The Peer to Peer Networks were made up of 5 networks of artists: TRiGGER, Visual Artists; Patter, Cross art form, early years artists; NEPAN, Visual 
artists; SPAN (Scottish Prison Arts Network), Cross art form artists working in criminal justice settings; EYMF (Edinburgh Youth Music Forum), Musicians. 
The distinctive characteristic shared by of all of the PPN’s is that they were artist led and research focused, supporting AWS develop learning around the 
three lines of inquiry. Out of the 5 PPNs, 4 had been involved in the AWS programme from the outset, selected via an open application to apply for funding 
to develop an artist-led Peer to Peer Network. One network, the EYMF was already established, and was invited at a later date by AWS to work with 
them, developing a Peer to Peer led approach as part of their work.  !
The initial phase of research had aimed to gain a clearer understanding of the PPN membership and their practice as artists in participatory settings. In 
particular: !
• their journeys into working in participatory settings 
•  their diverse roles as artists working in such settings  
•  the factors that they felt supported quality in relation to their work in such settings !
While AWS had some basic information about the PPN membership, mostly from initial application material and updated reporting, the research wanted to  
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establish some clearer attributes/characteristics about the PPN members, alongside a more enriched response to a number of areas associated with 
AWS’ lines of inquiry, particularly in relation to quality. The resulting report offered a snapshot of the Peer to Peer Networks; art forms, career stages and 
settings worked in, as well as more detail about their roles, routes/influences (including art form training), and factors supporting quality of work in 
participatory settings. A further concern was to capture any emergent effects of participation in the AWS programme on artists’ sense of confidence and 
development.  !
An important distinction in questions was introduced in this research in relation to quality. This question tried to elicit the kinds of factors that artists felt 
supported quality of work to happen in participatory settings. This led to the identification of 15 factors, which were framed in terms of their stated 
importance, aligned with the frequency of how often artists felt that these factors actually occurred. The research with the PPNs set the groundwork for 
further areas of AWS research, which, aimed to extend learning with other groups and partners in the AWS programme. In addition, learning in relation to 
roles and quality, was further developed into visual info-graphics to support other forms of dissemination .  2

!
This second phase of research aimed to build on previous understanding of the PPNs and gain further learning about their journeys and distance travelled 
as part of the network. A key question in the second phase of research was to identify what has been the added value of being part of a Peer to Peer 
network; what it enabled to happen that may not have been possible outside of the network. Specifically, we were interested to know about the: !
• Scale and structure of the PPNs - all are shaped and operated differently, and we wanted to establish how each PPN worked - how or why each 

network took the form it did 

• What was achieved as a network - were there key things that each PPN saw as their achievements 

• How were these achievements realised. What approaches, connections, resources were used and which were seen as most valuable by the PPNs !
From the earlier research conducted, a number of emergent areas had been noted as important to PPN members: the value of sharing and reflection 
between peers; interest in provocation and challenge; peer support as a mechanism of trust; being part of strategic dialogue in ways that may not have 
been possible individually. All of the PPNs had noted the potential for positively affecting confidence through being part of the PPN: ’sharing learning with 
others in a safe environment’; seeing ‘practice in relation to others’, ’validating what I’m doing as an artist in participatory settings’, ’feeding my own 
creative development’; and allowing individuals to ‘contribute to strategic development’. How did these emergent ideas play out 2 years on? Were there 
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other areas that had effect? Could we establish any synergies of value or needs? Might this help in highlighting learning and ways forward for future 
networks and/or broader sector development? !
Revisiting this learning offers some insight to the range of approaches, and experiences of the PPNs and highlights a number of important considerations 
for the future in terms of the value of a Peer to Peer model to practitioners. PPN members highlighted several distinctive areas that they felt were important 
and achieved as a direct consequence of being part of a Peer to Peer network of artists, as well as through the openness of approach supported by AWS.  
These included: !
• increased sense of ownership and identity engendered through being part of an artist-led, peer to peer network 

• value of cross art form and cross career stage interaction in terms of learning 

• value of the individual as part of a collective both within their own PPNs and amongst a wider grouping of PPNs through the increased sense of agency 
of the collective 

• value of space and time to build relations with other artists, to share and reflect 

• value of openness to develop ideas, structures, journeys and individual ways of reaching these different destinations 

• increased sense of responsibility made possible through the feeling of having trust placed in each individual PPN to develop in whatever direction they 
felt was necessary and right for them 

This mix of trust and responsibility were important factors in contributing to the feelings of increased confidence noted by PPN members and raises 
important considerations for the future, particularly in relation to the nature of funding - such as was offered via AWS - with no overly fixed approach or 
outcomes determined. Openness, kick started what for most had been ideas and interests, into something concrete that had the practitioner at the 
forefront, shaping and evolving the network. This enabled a number of different approaches to be developed by the PPNs that were responsive to their 
needs as individuals in the PPN as well as for some, the wider sector and contexts being worked in. AWS offered areas of ‘training’ in action learning and 
mentoring, which PPN members underlined as influential to their development. These demonstrate how forms of support, other than financial, have been 
beneficial to PPNs, in particular in achieving a balance between leading and sharing responsibility for how PPNs move forward and the kinds of resource 
that can support individuals to do this. 
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Methods !
During Phase 2, the research was conducted as part of a weekend residential facilitated by Jacki Scutt . This built on approaches that had previously  3

been used by AWS as well as within the Peer to Peer Networks themselves. The approach taken during the research gathering was designed by Jackie  
Scutt through discussion about the research needs and involved observation on the part of the researcher, as well as opportunity to be part of the 
question and reflection process. Only 4 of the 5 PPN’s were able to attend. Each worked in their own PPN groups, to develop a visual ‘travelogue’ that 
mapped their journey as a network. This was used as a basis to talk through their experiences and reflect on those journeys, specifically: !
• Early vision or goal as a PPN  
• Starting points - what was in place 
• Distance travelled - where the PPNs are now in terms of their journeys 
• Hot spots - what did they encounter along the way; high points and low points that stood out for them 
• Reality checks - experiences, which, were unexpected or unplanned and affected their journey as a network.  
• Approaches, resources or ways of working that PPNs used in their network.  
• Connections - i.e a person, another network, a mentor, a sponsor, a partner and the value of the connection  
• Wild spaces - what else has happened along the way !
All were asked to review their ‘travelogue’ and consider if they felt they had captured all of their key experiences and if not, to include anything else they 
felt was important to share. This was presented to the other PPNs and was open to questions. The PPNs then formed mixed network groups and 
discussed: 

• What - if any - were the experiences common to all the networks?  

• What were the experiences specific to each network? 

• What were the next steps for each network? 

A further co-coaching session allowed PPNs to work at a more individual level and a final ‘open space’ enabled PPN members to focus on key issues that 
they wanted to discuss further. Information from the 5th PPN who had been unable to attend, was gathered through follow up questions that shared the 
same focus as those asked during the Residential. 
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Learning from the PPNs 

Table 1. PPN summary: numbers, scale and approaches  4

!

!
!
!
!

PPN1 (TriGGer) PPN2 (SPAN) PPN3 (patter) PPN4 (NEPAN) PPN5 (EYMF)

Numbers Start: core 6

End: 6 core; Associate 27; 
Connected via social media 
111 

Start: core 8 

End 7 Trustees

subscribers, 111 

Start: 2

End: 20 core (attended 3 or 
more events)

126 members FB

Start: core 9

End: 4

Connected via social 
media, 227


Start: core 27

End: 37
!

Artforms and career 
stages

Visual art/design!
Emerging, Early, Middle, 
Late

Cross art form!
Emerging, Early, Middle, 
Late

Cross art form!
Emerging, Early, Middle, 
Late

Visual Art Music

Approaches used Facebook

Twitter

Group meetings core PPN 
and invited associates


Residential

Large Group events/skills 
share

LinkedIn, SCIO formal 
structure, trustees and 
subscribers

Facebook

Residential

Group meetings - open to 
all extended PPN members


PechaKucha

Weblog/Twitter

Group meetings

Seminars

Suppers

Shadowing

Pre-established network, 
joined PPN/AWS to focus 
on peer led development; 
Swapshops - skill shares 
Residential

Coffee mornings - planning

Scale/Role PPN/local
 Sectoral/National/Advocacy Sectoral PPN/local Sectoral/National
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Journeys, starting points and destinations 

!
“I’ve brought a different perspective - that’s an important realisation; that I’m doing the right things”!!
Perhaps one of the biggest observations of the PPNs’ journeys was the non-linear routes taken in their development; while all of the PPN’s have covered 
considerable and different kinds of ground - making their own terrains - the importance at the beginning was the capacity for openness. There had been 
no overly set direction or directive from AWS, other than the PPN being artist-led. All were able to use the time to define what their PPN was, why and 
how to achieve that - all were evolving. Each found tools and ways of working that felt comfortable for those involved and enabled them to get the best 
from one another. Following the travel map metaphor, all made very different landscapes, however, while the terrains are different, at the core all of the 
PPNs developed a ‘safe space’ for trust, open dialogue and discussion. They all also developed different scales of delivery, numbers involved and used 
diverse approaches, and some rationale for these decisions is offered in this report as well as discussion about the various identified hot spots, reality 
checks, approaches used and shared across the PPNs. 

Fig. 1 PPN mapping of journeys during Residential 

!
!
!
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Scale, numbers and structures 
!
“being part of AWS focused us, gave us an aim and identity; said ‘we are a network’, so we had to work out 'what are we trying to achieve, 
what can we do' - it gave us direction.” 

!
Decisions about scale were important within all of the PPNs. Some knew at the outset that they wanted their PPN to be small; others opened things up to 
establish potential and wider interest; others set out to reach a much broader group of practitioners: 

“keeping the group small was a key decision for us - we wanted it to be intimate; at first we thought perhaps the expectation was that a network would have to 
involve more people but we just felt ‘there’s no way we can administer that’ we don’t have time or capacity to organise something that’s huge - we are all involved 
in work situations that are quite overwhelming in terms of the organisation we have to do so we saw the network as something much more specific and for a 
small group of people.” !
“we wanted to make a space that was a safe and secure place, so the size of the group was important; had that been a bigger beast I think the outcomes 
would've been completely different. It was such a precious thing because it was kept small.” !

In terms of establishing who would be part of the PPN, the approaches varied and reflected the kinds of thinking about scale that each PPN was 
developing: !

“we had an initial meeting just 4 of us - we sat down and drew all our connections - we wanted to see how connected we were before we started thinking of 
connecting with other people […] we decided to put a magnifying glass on that; on what we did and try to keep it controllable and manageable because we 
thought this could just run away with us.” !

For some, a sense of geographic isolation and wanting to network with others who had “a shared interest in high quality artwork coming out of 
participatory practice” influenced who was involved was linked to the PPN; involving a “range of practitioners from emerging to fairly experienced. All 
freelance; people […] experiencing the isolation of freelancing and suffering from the lack of organisational weight behind them” and “limited incomes” that 
“didn't allow for training expenditure/networking”. !
For others, scale hadn’t been fixed as either large or small and the process of developing the PPN was about testing interest from others in being part of 
something like this: !

“an open invitation was sent to colleagues that we knew that we thought might be interested - 14 responded with 7 attending the first ever meeting. We wanted 
the membership to be open, with the only confine being they are either early years practitioners or wanting to work in this area as a practitioner.” 
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Others knew from the outset that they wanted to operate and serve the needs of a much broader sector, as reflected in their initial gathering of people: 

“From the beginning we thought of the network as a representative body playing an advocacy role. Forming the PPN pushed us forward to bring colleagues 
together in one space - we held a big event that was a conference/skill share/consultation day to see what practitioners wanted from us as a network. This was the 
main event that pushed us forward; it told us that this is something wanted and needed and supported by other practitioners; the people who were at that event 
are now connected with us.” 

The approaches taken to building the networks grew, for the most part, from these early decisions about scale, numbers and purpose. One approach, for 
example, was a small cascade-like method, where each PPN member invited another person into their PPN; again, this was rooted in the idea of trust as 
part of the building process: !

“we wanted people we were comfortable working with, and different levels of experiences - some of us were already working with each other sort of, so we were 
all people we could trust, then we thought about each of us bringing someone else in, we did it really slowly, slow and trusted; it was a different style of doing it, 
and things developed in a different way.” !

For other PPNs, it became important to establish a more formal structure: !
"we are now a registered charity - SCIO - with seven trustees who are the founding members of the group .” 5!

One of the PPN’s developed from within a pre-existing network and structure, involving a key person that was and is central to the network development. 
This is a distinction and not common to other PPNs, however, for this PPN being part of AWS brought a quite different element to the network:  !

“we’ve been stablished since 2010, long before we were invited to be a PPN. Our prime directive is to support musicians who work with young people, we are a 
membership, you have to apply and pay to be part of it, you agree to certain things, such as take part in child protection training […] it’s about supporting each 
other […] we came into the PPN half way through the AWS process; AWS was connected to aspects of what we do, certain areas such as skills, quality, 
connectivity but being part of this has brought another sense of ownership by members - belonging, more of a sense of our own expertise.” !

This PPN was distinctive in that it already existed as a successful network, with an experienced person in post part-time to facilitate and take forward the 
network. However, being a PPN as part of AWS enabled them to re-focus and frame specific areas that they wanted to develop, in particular how peer to 
peer led aspects might support increased ownership of and within the network by its members. What was important for all of the PPNs, particularly in the 
early stages was that each PPN was able to work out for itself what the shape, feel and scale of the PPN would be in relation to individual and/or, sectoral 
needs, as well as in terms of capacity. As such, processes of development were cyclical, and non-linear and involved evolving methods of working that 
were tested and developed along the way. 
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!
Hot spots!!
“feeling part of a bigger research picture and learning other people’s stories - how they tick  - has been really worthwhile.”!!
Hot spots across all of the PPNs were often important moments of recognition and realisation, or involved taking learning from other areas and applying it 
back into their own settings, contexts and approaches. For example, in the case of one PPN, initial concerns were laid to rest that the process of 
developing a PPN as part of AWS might not fully support their practitioner-led interests; realisation that their own visual arts background could be 
foregrounded and could shape the processes involved in developing their PPN was seen as a ‘hot spot’: !

“I think we were concerned that being part of the project might be a paper exercise - we didn't know what the shape of our project was at that point or what our 
research might actually mean, so those workshops (with Jacki Scutt) helped us draw a network - most of us who go through a visual art process, we don’t have an 
end vision then work back from that, we work through a process with no idea what that will become so that workshop made us really comfortable in applying our 
own methodologies as artists into the actual network itself - it almost gave us permission to allow that to happen; that everything we did could be creative and true 
to what we actually do.” !

For all of the PPNs the value of attending specific training sessions such as those run by Jackie Scutt was underlined; the workshops offered tools and 
ways of working that were not only useful to the individuals taking part personally but that could also be applied within the PPN and more widely: !

"it helped us in reflecting and assessing our responses to difficult situations - I took it away with me, reflected, worked through that and felt empowered to feedback 
using the techniques we’d been given, applying that to our networks." !
“our group activity was based on learning from an action learning set - it was all about building trust, where instead of giving solutions to ‘problems’, you give each 
other questions to deepen understanding yourself.” !

This also happened with the AWS mentoring course: !
“it taught me how to manage people and that has come into developments in the PPN such as Mag 7; this was a kind of little peer to peer networks - 7 people, 7 
questions, 7 sessions, all 7;  it was about question and answer, listen and learn from each other and that helped build the network.” !

As well as the AWS ‘training’ support being recognised as a hot spot, the first AWS residential held early on in the PPN development was also noted by all 
as influential. For many it had ‘inspired’ the development of their own residential with those people engaged in their PPN. 3 of the PPNs had developed, 
and delivered their own residential as a direct consequence of participation in the AWS residential; seeing the potential and value of this to their own PPN 
members: !
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"the AWS residential along with our own residential were hot spots; it (the AWS residential) initiated our residential - we started our involvement in a very different  
way from other PPNs, coming in later, but at the AWS residential, seeing other peer to peer networks was inspiring - it got us more on board in the peer to peer 
side. Our residential was about creating ideas together, reflecting, but more to create together. 15-25 people came along so it linked up lots of folks in new ways - 
we get a sense now of becoming more peer to peer; it's moving somewhere else and we're not quite sure where yet but its started to give a greater sense of 
ownership of the network by members." !

Social media was also noted by some as a hotspot: !
"our Facebook page created so much immediate interaction as people shared ideas and experience with one another; that has been a rich source of exchange for 
us, it's really moved us forward as a network." !

Importantly, the response from areas such as social media, affected membership. This had often been one of the key questions for the PPNs - who should 
the membership be - open or invited, established or emerging artists? Response from practitioners via social media had, for one PPN in particular, 
perhaps been higher than anticipated, particularly from emerging artists or students. This group had not initially been considered as being part of the PPN, 
however, a decision was made to include and now, students are not only very much an integral part of the network and community of practitioners but 
have very positively enabled learning between practitioners at different stages in their careers. Students were often felt to bring different kinds of questions, 
sometimes more open and this was noted across the PPNs as being refreshing for practice. !
While Facebook and social media were seen as influential, face to face meetings were also noted as being "really important”, and again, the format of 
such meetings had been influenced by experiences within AWS: !

"we all met in an informal setting to share questions, issues, anything arising from our practice and to reflect critically and generate ideas, suggestions, thoughts 
and refections. It was really positive, useful and exciting - it was informed by an AWS training session (with Jackie Scutt) and really helped shaped the format [...] 
also, we'd been influenced by the AWS residential and we held our own 3 day event led by various combinations of our members and their children; it was just so 
positive to spend time together outside of working commitments." !

For another of the PPNs, successfully used approaches such as swapshops, which allowed opportunities for skill sharing etc, were focused towards 'Peer 
to Peer extraordinary swap shops', which allowed the PPN to engage in a very specific type of skill share. In reality, these hot spots were often also the 
approaches, tools and resources that the PPNs used to develop, deliver and grow their networks. All used a range of methods; residential, events, 
mentoring, skill share, shadowing, social media, and ways of working, such as drawing on action learning approaches for engagement, supporting their 
own facilitation with and of others. These became 'hotspots' in the learning they offered to support the PPNs in taking their activities forward. !!!
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Reality checks !
“ a feeling of maturity and grown up-ness has meant we could be responsible and use the money wisely - we were trusted and treated like 
grown ups; often that doesn’t happen.” 

Experiences which were unexpected or unplanned and affected journeys as a network were also discussed and in all cases, PPNs had felt these 
situations had offered learning experiences that had moved the PPN forward. Hotspots and reality checks were often cited as shared examples. Talking 
about the involvement of students as peers: !

“initially we hadn’t thought too much about how big or small our PPN would be - so anyone who was interested was able to become involved, which brought 
problems in terms of scale and thinking about who should be involved - the big thing was students that were keen to engage - initially we'd been hesitant - in terms 
of peer to peer we hadn’t been thinking about students in this way - now they are a hugely integral part of our PPN, they are absolutely peer to peer; its exciting 
and interesting the difference they bring and its such a good bridge for them in Full Time education to have a meeting point to talk to practising artists and that has 
been incredibly successful for both sides.” !

For all of the PPNs, interest in being part of AWS had often been about a: !
"feeling that we want to improve ability to reflect critically and have that discipline to do something we want to improve on", however, "a big reality check" had 
been, "a lot of the time we are managing and coordinating the experience of others - sometimes the success of the thing leaves us in a strange place as practising 
artists - how can we get a bit of both? Maybe other members of the network need to head up on leading that reflection; that's important." !

This sense of the 'leaders' needing support was echoed by others: !
"we are orchestrating things, shaping and organising for others  - when do we get shaped and organised? We want to be able to take a side step and allow others 
to take that initiative." !

When other people did take on leadership of sessions, it was noted by the PPNs as pushing the network on through the wider sense of ownership that 
was created. For some of the PPNs this was more of a challenge. Reflecting on the success of swapshops, and the interest in moving from swapshops 
that often involved a very wide range of people - sometimes people who didn’t know one another - to more peer to peer involvement had been noted by 
some as challenging. Achieving something that was more peer led and peer driven had in one case, on the initial attempt, received a lack of response. 
The hope had been to create space for closed sessions to allow more trust between practitioners to connect as a group and feed connections, however, 
fewer people had shown up. Although there was and is strong interest in peer to peer, the reality check of shifting from a PPN where there is a key contact 
and motivator to something that devolves responsibility to other individual members, signalled that getting the idea of a more peer led approach, rather 
than being overly dependant on one or two individuals, perhaps needed more time and different kinds of approaches. For some of the other PPNs these 
attempts to ‘devolve’ were made earlier on in the process and also were developed from a different starting point and structure. This raises observations 
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about the possible effect on motivation and expectation in terms of paid and unpaid roles, and the challenges of moving from one perceived structure to 
another. !
A shared reality check for all of the PPNs was the time factor in organising and managing the network. As noted, all operated on different scales, 
deliberately making choices that in some cases responded to what they felt they could manage, and others responding to what they saw as a sectoral 
need; others, being open to what the membership might become. Sometimes management was a task for the contact individuals who were often in other 
Full Time or Part Time jobs that were demanding. This links to the earlier observation about paid and non-paid roles and what happens when a network 
asks the wider group to take the lead in their commitment to make things happen. All of the PPNs benefited from identified individuals at the start to drive 
things forwards and devolving responsibility for leading happened later on in the process. Key was the commitment of the group to develop in ways that 
people really wanted to have happen and felt would be useful to them. !
In contexts like this, the kinds of ‘soft’ support structure offered by AWS were helpful; a contact at the end of a phone or email; a little buffer of finance; the 
offer of skills and techniques to help organise, reflect, and lead - all of these were influential and important offers of support. They were of value to the 
networks in supporting them to evolve in ways that they felt were necessary and importantly possible and doable in terms of capacity. The sharing of 
responsibility for leading is a key consideration - much of the training was for designated contacts within the PPNs and this kind of support opened up 
more widely, if possible, could have benefits across the wider group/membership and help level the responsibility and roles played. !
Connections, wild spaces and gains !
People, other networks,  mentors, sponsors, or partners - what were the connections make by the PPNs as a consequence of being part of the AWS?  
What were the ‘wild spaces’ - other things that happened along the way?  Connections noted as important, ranged from: !
• Creative Scotland -  stronger links for individuals with the funding body were seen as an important connection for many, affecting the nature of the 

individual-funder relation !
• ArtWorks Scotland and ArtWorks - being part of a national development was again noted as being important in terms of sense of connectedness to a 

wider sector !
• Other artists and other AWS networks - all were key in allowing insight to other ways of working, in other art forms and settings !
• Contacts via AWS - all of the PPNs named a selection of individuals they felt were important that they had become connected with via AWS training, 

research, and conferences !
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• Students - were seen as key connections, and overall across all of the PPNs students had been both an unanticipated and highly beneficial connection, 
having considerable effect on the make-up and reach of each PPN in terms of artist involvement !

• Other local and national organisations and institutions had been noted as connections that had been made more possible through the agency of being a 
PPN that was part of AWS !

"the funding and connection with ArtWorks has been important - we feel valued as a network with a collective voice in the sector within the context of AWS - the 
idea of art in participatory settings becoming a sector is important, so is having a strong voice that this is coming up from us.” !
"having a shared discussion point is important; something happens in that holding space of members that is important; the residential was meaningful because it 
was a safe space, a sense of community - this is the core of it, communication, collaboration, connectivity." !
"practitioner connections are core - that's the core purpose of our network, it's where the energy is, where it works best is where that happens." !

Wild spaces in reality also overlapped with ‘hot spots’ and ‘reality checks’, however, some noted examples of these specifically. Reflecting on the 
changing nature of the numbers involved in one PPN, due to shifting circumstances of members, jobs and moving locations, the effects of this had been 
unexpected, however, again were seen as positive: !

“Because members were increasingly unable to attend meetings, we opened events out to/developed them for wider audiences […] we consequently developed 
unexpectedly large events e.g. a participatory photography event (and) we also developed wider connectivity - we didn't initially conceive the network for such a 
wide audience. All these things moved us forward, just not in the way initially planned.”  !

All of the PPNs weighed up the contribution they felt that AWS had made to their development - what it had enabled them to achieve that they perhaps 
couldn't have done otherwise: !

"we'd say maybe 25% of our work has been impacted by AWS - it sounds low but it’s a lot - we existed already and its impacted what we can do - it's impacted 
on active work; the residential never would have happened without this support and that's allowed new things to happen." !
"it's impacted 100% - without that structure, leading it, taking it on, pushing through, I don’t think these things would have happened or if they had it wouldn't have 
been easy for us to capture and say 'these things happened'; going along to monthly meetings, seeing and capturing evidence of what is happening - it becomes 
tangible - so it might have happened, but maybe only informally, so this has had effect." !
"things would have happened for us, but it gave us a structure and focus - we existed loosely before; we knew each other and knew we wanted to do something 
but AWS came along and that gave us the focus." !
‘‘it wouldn't have happened without AWS - 95% catalyst - steeled us into doing it.  Not just financial: support role was vital to us continuing […] because it was 
linked to AWS and Creative Scotland, people perceived the network to have a sense of quality.” 
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!
At a more individual level too, some PPNs noted effect: !

"we’ve all become much more networked through this process and it's affected how we handle our job situations now; it feels like its more up to us how the 
sessions shape and progress now." !
"my initial reaction was 'why am I being invited into this'; just out of art school, 'what do I know', but I realised through this that I did have skills; a reflective process 
and I’m using it in my work the whole time - it affects the quality of what you do, the evaluation process is in there for you, it's making me question a whole range of 
things in my work situation."  !
"we have a greater understanding of what it is that we do and the conditions and environment we are doing it in and the people we are working with and for; it's a 
greater understanding which feels like a huge gain." !
"going to the PPN from being a student, as an equal, has given me greater agency as an artist." !

Observations on learning 

Learning from the PPNs is clear and shared: the importance of the approach offered to them by AWS lay in its openness and in the trust placed on the 
PPNs to develop their own methods, aims and direction. All of the PPNs were and still are evolving; the start of the journeys shared in common an 
openness; none signal a single end point but instead offer a series of different pathways. Space and time allowed trust to develop; ways of working to be 
shared and connections to be made. Flexibility was essential to the development of all of the PPNs and all noted its importance: !

“the flexible […] handling of the networks from ArtWorks has fostered a climate of empowerment and we have relished not feeling pressured or pushed to fit in with 
an unidentified agenda or someone else`s vision”. 

“the Paul Hamlyn ethos of allowing failure, flexibility of purpose and embracing change” had supported “learning between practitioners at different stages in their 
careers, within the long run of the project”. 

The kinds of space created between peers, who grew to know one another’s experiences as practitioners more deeply over the life of the PPN, seemed to 
enable a greater and a necessary depth of discussion and refection and indeed supported the discipline to reflect critically. The cross career stage make-
up of the PPNs had been an important factor in supporting this. Emerging practitioners - students in particular - were often noted across the PPNs as 
bringing an openness that was refreshing; a kind of authenticity that many felt was an essential reminder to practice. 

The value of these approaches are related in other areas of AWS research. The quality factors that developed from the  initial phase of research with the 
PPNs (Dean, 2012, op cit.) opened up and underline the value of time for reflection as a critical element, alongside the importance of openness and trust 
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between all partners. There were factors - processes - that were are seen as essential and important to support quality, and had been described in the 
following ways by different PPN members: !

“freedom, trust, autonomy, support, time to develop and explore possibilities, to be with the project completely [...] not predefining how long it will take to make; 
time and space to allow the creative process to take as long as it needs.” !
“everyone wanting it to happen -– it’s not always money, but willingness, everyone buying in to this idea and what it can be.” !
“not about money in terms of cash but it is resources [...] the point is that you’re valuing it [...].”  6

  
In the initial phase of research, all of the PPNs had relayed a sense of anticipation about the process of development: !

“you have to trust in the process and people going on that process; [...], its only just started; it’s a journey and we're working it out. !
The research shows that this was a process that gave “confidence - not being on your own; being part of a network of peers to bounce concerns and 
worries with others increases your confidence”. !

“the PPN is Artist led - we are trying to be artist led – it’s very peer to peer and we are organising ourselves at the moment - we are researching what’s the right 
structure for us. That’s given us much more confidence, given us a better voice.” !
“having recognition from a wider group such as ArtWorks is confidence boosting; There’s nothing worse than not having anyone to talk to about problems or 
successes.” !
“the most important aspect of a project is how much the people you are working with have bought in, so just having opportunity for safe dialogue about our 
practice. Freelancers work alone; feel quite drained of energy - don't generally have management or peer to peer networks, how valuable that is to keep you going 
and further your practice.” !

These ideas emerge again in wider areas of research undertaken as part of ArtWorks Scotland. For example, in the AWS supported collaboration between 
New College Lanarkshire and the Glasgow School of Art (Department of Sculpture and Environmental Art), which placed Under-graduate Higher Education 
Fine Art students in prison learning centres across Scotland, the research underlined the importance and value of cross subject working, and factors such 
as flexibility and responsiveness, time to think and reflect, feeling professionally valued and having ’buy in’ and trust. All were played out in practice in the 
Placement context, with students noting the emotions - empathy - and intensity of experience and the need for time for reflection to fully enable this 
reflective potential. All foregrounded the importance of trust - between students, teachers, Learning Centres, institutions and crucially learners. Cross 
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career stage working, offering collaboration between the different levels of experiences of teachers and students had been highlighted too. In working 
together, teachers’ roles had been one of important support for students, however, in taking on this role, as staff indicated in interviews, it often helped 
them to become more aware of their strengths; how and what they really excel at in their jobs; their considerable skills and attributes. “It’s made me realise 
my strengths and weaknesses - what I’m good at [...] it is not just about coming and setting up and delivering a class...the students [...] are really 
engaging, they don't have experience of working in prisons, they’re here a short time, and that’s a good thing, there’s a freshness .” As with the PPNs, it 7

was this complex of factors that contributed to the Placements working on the scale and with the openness that they did.  !
These factors recur in this follow up research with the PPNs as essential to how the PPNs evolved and are stated more categorically and exampled by the 
PPN members in the ‘reality checks’ and ‘hot spots’ they laid out and in the value they placed on them. At the time of the phase 1 research, the PPN’s 
had been taking shape, they were just at the start of a journey. There had been mechanics to work out: how to administer and coordinate the network; 
who to invite and why; where and how often to meet; how big or how small to grow the network - a host of decision-making was underway. Re-visiting 
the PPN’s shows the distances they have travelled; how they have evolved and shaped their PPN’s into the structures necessary to them; individually 
focused for some, small groups for others, responding to and addressing sectoral needs, or aspiring to be policy influencing. They were supported in this 
process not only financially but with selected areas of training, which, were strongly endorsed by all PPN members as something they valued, used and 
applied to other areas of their work. One further important learning point to emerge from this research is the observation by the PPN members of the 
challenges of facilitating the network as fully peer to peer; somewhere in the process one or two people were often the ones who took the lead and then 
worked to devolve and share the role with others. In most cases, time and ways of working evolved to allow this to happen, however, those initial ‘leaders’ 
felt the demands of time and expectations of others and noted their needs for support to be ‘shaped and organised’. In devolving responsibility to others 
to take the lead, a different kind of leadership role also comes into play - delegating and having the ability to delegate. All of the PPNs recognised the value 
of the small offers of training and interventions from AWS as enabling them to facilitate and develop the PPNs.  !
Learning from this research underlines the importance of openness and having trust placed in you; this perhaps more than anything, allowed the PPNs to 
develop in their own ways, and to work out together what their PPN would be, its shape and purpose. It allowed the methods and ambitions to grow in 
response to need, changing situations and to learning. Each was more than a network or forum; they were peer to peer and all highlight the value and 
added agency of that collective - professional practitioners - as a peer to peer community of practice that connects across different art forms and career 
stages. The kind of support that enabled this to happen is important; it was an approach that was “liberating” - to have no overly prescribed start or finish, 
and to feel “trusted”. It was this kind of support that had allowed the PPNs to “stay true” to their “process”, which all of the PPNs relayed as distinctive 
and crucial to their development. 
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